February 1-3, 2018 | San Francisco, CA
Conference Location
Hilton San Francisco
Union Square

3333 O'Farrell Street | San Francisco, CA 94102

Registration
is Now Open
Register by the extended December 20th
deadline to receive the Early Bird rate!

MORE
and get involved at
Learn

Inspiration and Implementation
The 2018 conference program will feature eight focused thematic tracks that will
provide participants an opportunity for a more dynamic, hands-on learning
experience. Each track will be designed to create a peer cohort of practitioners that
leave with a new tools, strategies, models, and templates to integrate into their
work.
With the critical challenges that lie ahead, there are more reasons than ever to join
with new partners and work toward our common goal of creating safe, healthy,
equitable, economically vibrant, and livable communities. This event will continue
this exciting trend and welcomes even more new partners who recognize smart
growth as a viable solution to the problems they encounter. Continued on back →

www.NewPartners.org
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The 2018 Conference Program
NEW for 2018, the New Partners for Smart Growth™Conference program will feature eight thematic tracks — each focusing
on a set of topics strongly connected to timely community issues and challenges, with smart growth and equity as the threads
woven between and throughout each track.
The 2018 program will allow participants to go deeper into a topic, while continuing to connect back to broader placemaking
efforts with a multidisciplinary group of partners tackling community challenges. Each track will provide participants the
opportunity to move through a series of connected sessions with a multidisciplinary peer cohort of practitioners that all leave
with an implementation strategy, new tools, models and templates to integrate into their work.
Participants, as always, will be able to attend sessions across tracks – picking and choosing which topics and sessions will
provide them the most value – based on their subject interests, experience level or what they want to take away from the
conference to apply in their communities back home. Coordinated keynotes and networking activities will also be included
throughout the program to ensure that participants are learning and networking with a broad, multidisciplinary national
audience.

Eight Thematic Tracks
Building Capacity in Small Towns
and Rural Communities

Adapting to a Changing Climate

Improving Transportation
Accessibility and Connectivity
Creating Housing for Everyone

Designing Healthy Communities

Inclusive Prosperity of
People and Place

Planning and Designing SmartGrowth Communities

"One Water" for Resilient
Communities

Sessions within each track are organized by session type. Each track will include :

Questions?
Program and Sponsorship
Michele Warren
Associate Director
mkwarren@lgc.org
Registration and Logistics
Khrystyna Platte
Project Associate
kplatte@lgc.org

Context
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Emerging
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Model Projects
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Implementation
Workshop

Learn more about this year's NEW program
and Register Today at NewPartners.org
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